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ABSTRACT

Due to the progress of climate change, extreme precipitation events become an increasing thread.
Particularly in mountainous regions, rivers and torrents react immediately with high peak dis-
charges. Traditionally, depth averaged flow models have been used to forecast the hydraulics in
such scenarios. Unfortunately, these models are proved to be incapable of predicting the violent
and strongly three-dimensional free surface flow. In this context, an appropriate computational
tool is needed to design and evaluate mitigation measures, which serve to protect infrastructure
and human life.

In this work we present a two-fluid fixed-mesh Eulerian approach based on the standard Galerkin
Finite Element (FE) formulation. To capture the weak pressure discontinuity in the two fluids
interface, an enrichment of the shape function space has been introduced [2]. To tackle the in-
creased number of degrees of freedom, a local condensation problem is solved inside each element
before the complete system is assembled. For an accurate numerical integration, the element
is split along the position of the interface, which is calculated from a level-set function. The
framework around the MPI-parallel solver [1] was extended by a mass conservation technique.

Besides tests on several well-known benchmark cases, free surface flow over measurement weirs
is simulated to validate the two-fluid solver. To test the applicability for large-scale application
cases, the geometry of a mountain valley is extracted from a digital terrain model to reproduce
a discharge event.
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